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New And Exclusive at Sccube The Apothecary Day Spa 
 

 
SAVE YOUR HANDS WITH THE LEGENDARY REVIVE 
GLOW – INTRODUCING REVIVE PEAU MAGNIFIQUE 
LES MAINS HAND TREATMENT 
 
Now a powerful skin-transforming treatment for 
hands designed to slow visible signs of aging in four 
weeks or less. 
 
 

 
Singapore, November 2013 - Inspired by the concept of “New skin, no trauma”, Dr. Brown 
created this targeted hand treatment, featuring a breakthrough bio-complex of key ingredients 

  that mimic skin repair, without actually traumatizing the skin or causing downtime. 
 
This powerful skin-transforming treatment helps slow the visible signs of aging with a blend 
of “youth-recruiting” ingredients that provide dramatic results in just four weeks or less of 
targeted applications.It merges bio-technology with beauty, resulting in a laser-free “lift” 
and a marked improvement to skin. Give your hands the legendary ReVive Glow – now 
and in the future. 
 
LUMINOUS RESULTS:  
• Strengthens your skin, increasing the appearance of skin density and elasticity, while returning 

fullness, firmness and tone to hands. 
• Reduces the look of age spots and discoloration while leaving you with an irresistible glow. 
• Renew the appearance of skin, visibly reversing the look of thin, crepey, aging skin on the 

hands. 
      
Price: $500 
Size: 4 vials (each vial is 5.00 ML / 0.16 FL OZ) 
Where: Available exclusively at Sccube the Apothecary #05-25 Ngee Ann City 
T: 6738 4909 www.sccube.com www.facebook.com/sccubetheapothecary 
 
 
 
 
 



	  
 
 
 
 
Application:   
 Apply at night to cleansed, dry hands. 
 Apply two to three drops onto hands, gently massaging into fingers, palms and back of hands 
 and up onto forearms. Use no other products simultaneously on the hand area. 
 Use one vial per week for 4 continuous weeks to coincide with your skin’s natural renewal 

cycle. 
 Use twice a year to promote skin’s renewal process and give your hands the legendary 

RéVive 
 glow – now and in the future.  
 For daily maintenance use Fermitif Hand Renewal Cream (Launching November 2013) every 

day.   
 
ABOUT RÉVIVE 
This haute couture skincare range uses a unique ingredient — the Nobel-prize winning    Epidermal Growth Factor 
or EGF. Working on a molecular level, EGF creates dynamic and fast moving cell activity so that youthful and dewy 
skin is achieved after only a few weeks. It also works faster on damaged or aged skin. 
 
Created by Dr Gregory Bays Brown, a plastic and reconstructive surgeon and Nobel- prize-winning scientist, 
RéVive is a range of intensive skincare products that work to literally reverse the effects of time. It has already won 
a legion of fans among celebrities such as Sarah Jessica Parker, Hilary Rodham-Clinton and Kate Hudson. 
 
SCCUBE THE APOTHECARY 
Sccube the Apothecary is a unique retail concept that offers the most chic and innovative beauty and skin care 
treatments available today. Sccube the Apothecary represents an integration of innovative Science, Style and je ne 
sais quois, and a belief that every Soul is as individual and unique as each selected brand. The company is 
Singapore’s sole retailer of several international cult brands, many of which have foundations in the scientific field. 
These include dr. brandt, Philip B., ReVive, Rodial and Visoanska. 
 
Sccube The Apothecary also offers skin analysis and personalised facial spa treatments such as signature Visolift 
and Madonna Rejuvenation Facial by Intraceuticals. 
 
For press information, please contact Publicist PR Consultants  
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